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Multiple elastic scattering of light in disordered media is a theme of intensive current research. Its extreme limit is Anderson localization of visible light, which is still a challenge for the field (for a recent review, see ref. [ 1 ] ). Many interesting precursor effects have been found, such as speckle correlations [2] , speed of propagation [ 3 ] , the role of the skin layer [4 ] . Good conditions for Anderson localization are to be expected for a system of atoms at quenched random positions, with the light frequency being close to the resonance frequency of the atoms [5] . Indeed, under these conditions a large cross section will be achieved. However, in contrast to classical scatterers, in this system one should take into account nonradiative excitation transfer due to the resonance dipole-dipole interaction. This is just the interaction responsible for the formation of Frenkel excitons in an insulating crystal, see e.g. ref. [6] . The resonance dipole-dipole interaction also plays an important role in the radiation transfer occurring in binary collisions of atoms in gases [7 ] . It is the resonance dipole-dipole interaction and nonradiative excitation transfer, in the background of strong scattering of photons, that make an essential difference between light propagation in media with resonant atoms and usual scalar wave propagation. For the latter the possibility of localization near resonance frequencies is shown in ref. [8] .
In the present paper we shall study transport of electromagnetic waves, such as light, m a medium with a small fraction of resonant atoms at quenched random positions. There are two transport mechanisms. First, an excited atom can decay to its ground state by emitting a photon. Transport of the photon, subject to resonance scattering, leads to the possibility of absorption by another atom, thus transferring the excitation. Second, the excitation may be transferred nonradiatively by the resonance dipole-dipole interaction, which is equivalent to including the longitudinal component of the electromagnetic field. The importance of this mechanism increases with increasing density of atoms, n. This channel influences the diffusion of light and becomes essential when the average number of atoms per cubic wavelength, n23, becomes of order unity (2 = 2n/k is the wavelength of the light). In this case the resonance dipole-dipole interaction d2/'R 3 at mean interparticle separation becomes comparable with the inverse radiative lifetime of the excited atom, d2/23, where d is the dipole moment of the atomic transition and units are such 
where
is the radiative halfwidth of the excited state of an isolated atom. The factor JT describes renormalization of this result due to renormalization of the speed of light in the medium.
The dressed propagator of the transverse electric field reads
Taking into account eq. (1) we have for the "selfenergy"
w+iya&-w0'
As it was mentioned above, we did not yet take into account the longitudinal part of the field. It will be included below as a small perturbation, which is correct in the limit nA3 K 1. Note that in this limit, where the pair approximation works well for the dipole interaction, the conditton Z < w2 is satisfied, and we have ya& % Ya.
The intensity of emitted photons is attenuated by the interaction with atoms. The scattering mean free path 1~ is determined by the imaginary part of the pole of eq. (3) As expected, this result agrees with the expression /a = llncra, where OR is the well-known cross section of light scattered from an isolated atom.
Let us now turn to the calculation of the diffusion of photons. It is described by the evolution of the density matrix for photons. In our situation, where the mean free path is much larger than the wavelength, this density matrix is local in space. For later use we shall consider, however, the density matnx of excited atoms. In a situation where many scatterings take place, this object satisfies the same transport equation as the density matrix of photons. The only difference will be the expression for the source term, a point that is not relevant to us. We consider the situation where one incident photon has excited an atom. This excitation is transferred over the system. Let w (R, 1, co) denote a frequency component of the amplitude that at position R at time t an atom is in the excited state with polarization 2. In a nonstationary situation we study the density matrix of excited atoms at two slightly different frequencies 4,M-Q) = (v*(R,/~w -$)y(R,&o + -$)). In the ladder approximation it satisfies the BetheSalpeter equation
M~,~,,I(R-R',~~)LI,,I(R:~).
.i'fi' (6) Here S is a source resulting from the excitation of atoms by the incoming beam. For the case of a plane wave with polarization elnr incident under an angle 8,, on a system where the atoms are confined to the half-space z 3 0, the source reads &p(z) = no$d2cm .el E,: .e;exp -&* > (7) In Next we study the diffusion approximation. 
The general definition D = 12/3r implies a mean time per collision r = Ttr + tdw,
where tti = h/c is the characteristic time for light to travel from one atom to another atom, and where r& = 1/2y~ is the dwell time of the light due to the excitation of the resonant atom. (We have momentarily restored the light velocity c. ) Recently it was shown that for scattering of light waves on classical dielectric particles that are close to a geometric resonance a reduction in the speed of propagation may occur due to dwell effects of the waves inside the resonant dielectric particles 
The same equation for the transport velocity was obtained in ref. [9] for the resonance scattering of scalar waves on microscopic objects. Very far from resonance the transport velocity equals the vacuum speed of light, as expected. Near resonance, however, v may become many orders of magnitude smaller. Indeed, at resonance one has ~RIR/C N 02y/nc3 N (y/wo)/n13. Even in the very dilute case the ratio between line width and resonance frequency is usually much smaller than the number of atoms per cubic wavelength, implying strong scattering and a substantial reduction in the propagation speed. Let us now include the longitudinal component mentioned above. This is equivalent to considering excitation transfer due to the resonance dipole-dipole interaction
Here n = R,,/R,, is the unit vector pointing from atom I to atom 1. Equation (14) represents the matrix element of the dipole-dipole operator for transfer of the excitation from atom I to atom J.
The Green function of the excited atom is given by 
m=O (16)
This quantity cannot be evaluated in general. Moreover, there is no small parameter in which a perturbation expansion can be performed. In case of a small concentration of atoms the resonance dipole-dipole interaction gives a small contribution as compared to transport by photons. It can therefore be treated in the pair approximation. 
In a self-consistent approach this leads to the renorrealized Green function
The self-energy 
~Da~' = nfdRC~,(R)
An analogous result for the case of binary collisions in a gas of resonant atoms was obtained by Vdovin and Galitskii [ 7 ] . For calculating the diffusion coefficient we should find the analogues of eqs. (6) and (8), introducing retarded and advanced Green functions with frequencies shifted over +½g2, The same change occurs in eqs. ( 1 ) and (4) . Let us notice that in eq. (17) we can ignore the contribution of the transverse field (mixed terms) only in the case I09 -co01 >> y, where the distances r ~ (d2/109 --0901) 1/3 << ,~ are important. For these &stances the longitudinal part exceeds the transverse one. In the opposite case, Io9 -090[ -~ y, the mixed terms and also so-called dependent scattering terms, omitted in eq. (1), give contributions comparable with those of the resonance dipole-dipole interaction, and our results are valid only qualitatively. (A more complete approach starts from all two-scatterer contnbutions to the self-energy, as considered for scattering from dielectric spheres in ref, [ 10 ] . The expression for the kernel then follows via the Ward identity. We present here a simplified version of this approach.)
Let us now turn to the calculation of the density matrix of excited atoms. The kernel in eq. (6) will describe both transport channels,
with the "radiative" kernel defined in eq. (8) with y replacing YR. The "dipolar" kernel has two contributions
M~ descrabes real transport,
{ MT ° ( R, 12 ) } au.a' u' = n B w ( R, ,(2 ) -ff uu' ( R, .(2 ),
wxth amplitudes taking into account the exchange forth and back, 
and B defined similarly in terms of K. The second term in eq. (25) describes the influence of turning back,
{M£ (a)
In momentum representation at q = 12 = 0 one finds again that J~u is an eigenvalue of the matrix M with unit eigenvalue. Indeed, we can express the eigenvalue as YR/Y + K'K(K -"~)-I (XD --~D) = 1. This result remains valid for general potentials V (R) in eq. (14), at least for those that they decay as V ~ 1/R 3 or faster, for large R.
Let us now study the diffusion approximation. If both (2 and q are small, the leading eigenvalue A = A R + A t) can again be found from a first order perturbation expansion, 
where In the limit of a atom small density, ~/j3 <( 1, 70 << YR holds and the excitation transfer mechanism only gives a small correction to the transport by real photons. However, we can already see the tendency in the behavior. For small frequency detuning, ]to -to01 << Y, we have lR = 1/naa with the photon scattering cross section O' R of the order 2 2, while lD ~ 2. With increasing density n, the contribution of the excitation transfer channel enhances the role of the dipoledipole transport (the term 7Dl 2 in eq. (34)).
At large detunmg the excitation transfer contribution yDl 2 to the diffusion coefficient is not sigmficant. However, the presence of YD, originating from the resonance dipole-dipole interaction, in the expression for 7 (see eq. (23)) leads to a relative decrease of/R and D with rising n.
When n2 a approaches unity all length scales at resonance become comparable, lR ,,, lD " 2. This emphasizes the importance of the excitation transfer for the problem of light localization ,1
In conclusion, we have considered the propagation of light in a medium with a small density of resonant atoms. It is found that close to resonance the transport speed is considerably diminished, since the light is captured for a large time by the atoms. The classical analog of th~s effect was observed for light scattering from resonant dielectric particles [3 ] . Whereas in the latter case the reduction of speed can be as large as a factor 10-100, in the quantum situation th~s reduction is typically of the order 105-107 .
Next we have included the nonradmtlve transport channel due to the resonance dipole-dipole interaction. In our situation it leads to a small, but principal effect. We have presented a new set of diagrams, which generalizes the ladder diagrams for transport of real photons, to situations wxth an additional transport channel of the form (14).
#l Weak locahzation effects lead to a correction to the &f-fusion coefficient JD ~ -D(2/le.) 2. This contnbuuon is larger than the contnbuUon of the excitation transfer channel when n23 << 1. However, it is density rodependent and hence it does not change the trend under variation of the density.
